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HandwovenGlass

s to ry  b y  k e s s l e r  bu r n e t t

p hoto g r a p h y  b y  c e l i a  p e a r s o n

TEXTILES IN GLASS—Coaxing layers of color and
weaves of light, Thom Norris and Eric Markow
craft stunning glass sculptures that seem to defy
nature’s boundaries while borrowing from its beau-
ty, as seen in this red poppy (opposite) and the
Georgia O’Keeffe-inspired cow skull.

Like a scene from a Mary Shelley novel, Thom Norris cracks the heavy lid of the coffin-shaped kiln

fixed along the rear wall of his basement. His eyes focus on the skull slowly cooking inside the

1500-degree darkness. “Not ready quite yet,” he mutters, lowering the lid. “Needs a few more

hours.” What eventually emerges is anything but sinister: a sophisticated life-sized woven glass

cow skull—complete with 27-inch-long glass horns. This hauntingly beautiful sculpture took six

weeks to craft, but the technique used to make it took nearly four years to perfect. 

           



Thom and his partner, Eric Markow, are the talent behind Markow & Norris,
a hand-woven glass sculpture company that is quickly winning the accolades and affection of collectors worldwide. As is true

for most creative personalities, the road to becoming full-time artists was circuitous for the pair. In 1993, Eric, who has a B.S.

in chemical engineering from Virginia Tech, had begun taking stained-glass classes as a way to nurture his imaginative side, left

languishing during days spent as an air quality engineer. Meanwhile, Thom was acquiring a bachelor’s degree in biology at the

University of Maryland, College Park. Soon after meeting, Eric introduced Thom to a few stained-glass techniques. Having been

a creative child, who drew and built cardboard and wire furniture for his stuffed animals, Thom quickly caught the glass bug

and joined Eric in the classes. 

For the next ten years, the two maintained their day jobs while crafting inventive windows that eschewed tradition and in-

corporated the same abstract, organic shapes and bold colors that they now use in their woven works. “We kept our other jobs

for as long as we could,” says Eric. “We felt that we could be more creative if we weren’t worried about money.” By 2005, the pair

was ready to pursue their art as a full-time business, and Markow & Norris was founded. “I never looked back, and I rarely think

about what I used to do,” says Thom. “There’s just so much excitement in what we do now.”

While studying stained glass, Thom and Eric were introduced to the concept of fusing glass, and they continued to exper-

iment with the technique in their free time. They learned they could weave half-inch-wide strips of glass by warming them to

mid-range temperatures and then manipulating them. “We wanted to create gallery-quality work that was both sculptural and

had texture,” explains Thom. “We saw a way to create fabric out of glass.”  
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Surrounded by a sampling of the nearly 2,000 shades they use to reach depths of color and heights of art, Thom and Eric work
on their Nesting Babies series in their Virginia studio. The parrots perched on their shoulders add their own colors to the mix. 



“We encourage people to touch our art,” adds Eric. “We don’t like our galleries to have ‘Do Not

Touch’ signs by our work. By creating the weave, we have almost forced that sense of touch. When people see something in

nature—a leaf or a flower—that has an interesting texture, the first thing they do is reach out to touch it. That’s the same

thing we want to happen with our sculptures.” 

Once they achieved their desired textures, the pair then focused on creating a vast library of colors

(they have invented nearly 2000) that would lend their pieces depth, intellectual complexity, and a true

one-of-a-kind appeal. They devised a layering technique that involves topping glass rods of pure

color with contrasting and compatible hues of glass in powder and chip form. These are then

fused—or blended—in a kiln. “What we strive to do is create as many colors as we can

to represent what we see in nature,” says Eric. “We typically have 30 to 50 colors

in each piece, which gives them lots of depth. And what makes the weave

exciting is combining all those different strips of color that have a subtle

relation.” After enduring at least 200 hours of heat, the pieces that

emerge represent an inventive marriage of contemporary and traditional

art. Classic vessels such as bowls and plates are newly defined as table

sculptures inspired by organic shapes, from fall leaves to oversized red

poppies to undulating pools of water. “We knew that what we were

doing was taking this raw material and forcing it into a texture that’s

way beyond what it’s supposed to do,” explains Thom. “So we wanted to

return it to an overall shape that’s natural and organic.” 

Perhaps their most imaginative piece to date is the seven-foot-tall saguaro cactus they created.
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The envy of nest builders everywhere, Thom and Eric’s version, Mardi Gras Babies (top), while mimicking the “found object”
method of real birds, does not aspire to subtle camouflage, instead attracting the eye with its bright spring colors. (left) The
Solar Petal table sculpture adds sun energy to any room.



Requiring more than 1,400 hours of kiln time, it incorporates more than 30 shades of green. “It’s our prototype piece for larger

sculptures,” says Thom. “It has the real strength of the cactus, right down to the prickly needles.”

The two work in the basement of their Falls Church, Virginia, home, where the glass studio and office adjoin the kiln room.

There, six ovens cook and cool a variety of pieces 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Among their collection are the cow skulls,

which mimic the raw, wild appeal of this timeless interior accessory, and hanging murals of the Southwest, both tributes to the

team’s love of the West. “Georgia O’Keeffe would paint the bones that she’d find in the desert, and that’s what inspired the cow

skulls,” says Thom. “It’s so different from the East, where everything is so green,” adds Eric. “Whenever we go out there, we see

different shapes. There’s something magical about it that inspires the artistic mind.” 

This spring marks a new direction for Markow & Norris with the introduction of a line of origami-inspired

work. Celebrating the folded square shapes that define the Asian art form, they have produced

nine new table sculptures, including a square red bowl adorned with the Kanji symbol for

red, as well as wall sculptures, including one that collects five four-foot-tall bird 

feathers centered by metal quills. “I hope that, in some way, people con-

nect with the nature element that prevails in all of our pieces,” says

Eric. “I’d like people to be surprised by the color and respectful of

the nature element that we have.” 

Those surprises come in the forms of painted deserts, sunrise blan-

kets, Baja sunsets, ocean waves, leaves out of season, the seasons them-

selves, and beguiling abstracts, like Land and Sea by Fire. Born themselves

of sand and fire, ingenuity and imagination, these sculptures trap the essences

of nature in layers upon layers of hot color rods woven by cool hands. m
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One need only glance at Beach Babies or the Ocean Wave table sculpture to be trans-
ported to the world of sea and sand. For inland inspiration, Thom and Eric look to the
desert Southwest, whose colors are evoked in their kitchen’s glass inlays. 
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